
 

The Evolution of Inspiration is an exploration of artists inspired by science. The 
opening night will be on November 6th at 8pm (until late). Atsui Gallery is located at 
602 East Hastings (at Princess). Hope to see you there! –Sonja Hébert 
 
 

Set 3-Everything in Its Place from A Little Joie de Vivre Goes a Long Way by Sonja Hébert 
 
These panels are part of a 16 panel series titled A Little Joie de Vivre Goes a Long Way. The 
inspiration for the series comes from botany, printing and the science of organ transplant. There 
is hope in the latter; that someday all donated organs will be completely compatible for all 
people needing a transplant. 
 As I ponder the word transplant as in transplanting a tree or a garden herb, I am aware of the 
ways botany has been one of the first forms of life studied in order to understand heredity, and 
genetics (the foundation of this organ compatibility dilemma). Images of plants have also been 
the first and most common inspiration for artists and were the first images to appear on 
wallpaper. Wall papers have since its beginnings been a stylization of nature, and illustrators 
strived to “perfect” the image of an outside world in order to bring it into the homes of those who 
could afford embellishments. Then with the printing press, replication and the ability to 
transpose again and again a perfected image made the stylized image of nature accessible. I 
make a parallel between the stylization of nature in imagery and the quest for achieving tissue 
compatibility by “stylizing” the building blocks of life. 
So it is from this musing, that this series starts with images of the main human transplant organs 
such as the heart, lungs, kidneys and liver. These images are interpretations from medical 
textbooks, repeated four times but never rendered the same. Each is combined in a unique way 
with pencil drawings of plants with a wall paper of a similar motif. Sinuous lines, delicate floral, 
repeating motifs, at times a flattening of the image at others an illusion of depth of space 
connect each panel. The delicate pencil floral renderings morph into the repeated motifs of the 
wall paper, or mutate outside its parameter. 

 


